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Abstract. Input Cover Number (denoted by �) is introduced as a met-
ric for diÆculty of propositional resolution derivations. If F = fCig is the
input CNF formula, then �F(D) is de�ned as the minimum number of
clauses Ci needed to form a superset of (i.e., cover) clause D. Input Cover
Number provides a re�nement of the clause-width metric in the sense
that it applies to families of formulas whose clause width grows with for-
mula size, such as pigeon-hole formulas PHP(m;n) and GT(n). Although
these two families have much di�erent general-resolution complexities, it
is known that both require �(n) clause width (after transforming to 3-
CNF). It is shown here that � is �(n) for pigeon-hole formulas and is
�(1) for GT(n) formulas and variants of GT(n).

1 Introduction

Ben-Sasson and Wigderson showed that, if the minimum-length general resolu-
tion refutation for a CNF formula F has S steps, and if the minimum-length
tree-like refutation of F has ST steps, then there is a (possibly di�erent) refu-
tation of F using clauses of width at most:

w(F ` ?) � w(F) + c
p
n lnS; (1)

w(F ` ?) � w(F) + lgST : (2)

where F has n variables and w(F ` ?) denotes resolution-refutation width. The
w(F) terms were omitted from their statement in the introduction, but appear
in the theorems [3].

Our �rst results essentially eliminate the w(F) terms in the Ben-Sasson and
Wigderson theorems, and replace resolution width by �F(�), the input cover

number, as de�ned below.
Our interest in input cover number stems from the indications that it sep-

arates polynomial families from super-polynomial families for a wide class of
formulas that represent SAT encodings of constraint satisfaction problems.

Two prototypical and widely studied examples are the pigeon-hole family
PHP(n+ 1; n) and the GT(n) family. Both families have a similar appearance:
�(n) clause width, �(n2) propositional variables, �(n3) clauses, and �(n3) over-
all formula length. However, the pigeon-hole family has minimum resolution
length in 
(2n) [6, 3], whereas the GT(n) family has minimum resolution length



in O(n3) [9, 4]. The clause-width metric does not distinguish between these two
families: after the standard transformations into 3-CNF, giving EPHP(n+1; n)
and MGT(n), they both have lower bounds for w(F ` ?) in 
(n) [3, 4]. The in-
put distance metric [10] also does not distinguish them. We show that the input-
cover-number metric distinguishes sharply between them: �(PHP(n+1; n) ` ?)
is in �(n), whereas �(GT(n) ` ?) is in �(1).

De�nition 1.1. (input cover number) All clauses mentioned are nontautol-
ogous sets of literals. Let D be a clause; let C be a clause of formula F . The
input cover number of D w.r.t. F , denoted �F(D), is the minimum number of
clauses Ci 2 F such that D � Si Ci, i.e., the cardinality of the minimum set
cover.

For a resolution proof � �F(�) is the maximum over D 2 � of the input cover
numbers of D w.r.t. F .

When F is understood from the context, �(D) and �(�) are written. �(F `
D) denotes the minimum of �F (�) over all � that are derivations of D from F .

The theorems shown in the full paper1 are that, if � is a resolution refutation
of F and � uses all clauses of F and the length of � is S, then there is a refutation
of F using clauses that have input cover number w.r.t. F that is at most:

�(F ` ?) � c
p
n lnS; (3)

�(F ` ?) � lgST : (4)

Proofs and additional details may be found in full paper.
Also, we show that the pigeon-hole family of formulas PHP(m;n) require

refutations with input cover number 
(n), although they contain clauses of
width n. This result suggests that input cover number provides a re�nement of
the clause-width metric as a measure of resolution diÆculty. That is, when a fam-
ily of formulas with increasing clause-width, such as PHP(m;n), is transformed
into a bounded-width family, such as EPHP(m;n), and the bounded-width fam-
ily has large resolution width, this is not simply because they rederive the wide
clauses of the original family, then proceed to refute the original family. Rather,
it is the case that wide clauses substantially di�erent from those in the original
family must be derived.

Although the results are promising in some cases, the input-cover-number
metric has an inherent fragility. Although �(GT(n) ` ?) is in �(1) for the
natural encoding of GT(n), for 3-CNF variant, �(MGT(n) ` ?) is necessarily
the same order of magnitude as the clause-width lower bound, w(MGT(n) ` ?),
i.e., in 
(n).

Recall that Bonet and Galesi showed that w(MGT(n) ` ?) is in 
(n), yet
MGT(n) has a refutation in �(n3) [4]. Due to the fragility of � mentioned in the
previous paragraph, the following attractive conjecture must fail : If a family has
� in 
(n), its refutation length must be super-polynomial in n. The full paper
discusses fragilities of � in greater length.

1 See http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/~avg/Papers/cover-number.fpdf,psg.



Table 1. Summary of notations.

a; : : : ; z Literal; i.e., propositional variable or negated propositional variable.
A; : : : ; Z Disjunctive clause, or set of literals, depending on context.
A; : : : ;H CNF formula, or set of literals, depending on context.
� Resolution derivation DAG.

[p1; : : : ; pk] Clause consisting of literals p1; : : : ; pk.
?, > empty clause, tautologous clause.
�; : : : ; Æ Subclause, in the notation [p; q; �].
C� Read as \C, or some clause that subsumes C".

res(q; C;D) Resolvent of C and D, where q and :q are the clashing literals (see
De�nition 2.1).

CjA, FjA,
�jA

C (respectively F , �) restricted by A (see De�nition 2.3).

2 Preliminaries

Notations are summarized in Table 1. Although the general ideas of resolution
and derivations are well known, there is no standard notation for many of the
technical aspects, so it is necessary to specify our notation in detail.

De�ning resolution as a total function removes the need to include the weak-
ening rule in the proof system. Numerous proof complexity papers include the
weakening rule as a crutch to handle \life after restrictions" [3, 4, 1]. However,
according to Alasdair Urquhart, the weakening rule might add power to some
resolution strategies, such as linear resolution. See Table 1 for the notation of
the resolution operator, which satis�es these symmetries:

res(q; C;D) = res(q;D;C) = res(:q; C;D) = res(:q;D;C):
De�nition 2.1. (resolution, tautologous) A clause is tautologous if it con-
tains complementary literals. All tautologous clauses are considered to be indis-
tinguishable and are denoted by >.

Fix a total order on the clauses de�nable with the n propositional variables
such that? is smallest,> is largest, and wider clauses are \bigger" than narrower
clauses. Other details of the total order are not important. The following table,
in which � and � denote clauses that do not contain q or :q, extends resolution
to a total function:

C D res(q; C;D)
[q; �] [:q; �] [�; �]
[] > []
[�] [:q; �] [�]
[�] [�] smaller of �; �

ut
With this generalized de�nition of resolution, we have an algebra, and the

set of clauses (including >) is a lattice. Now resolution \commutes up to sub-



sumption" with restriction (see De�nition 2.3), so restriction can be applied to
any resolution derivation to produce another derivation.

De�nition 2.2. (derivation, refutation) A derivation (short for propositional
resolution derivation) from formula F is a rooted, directed acyclic graph (DAG)
in which each vertex is labeled with a clause and, unless it is a leaf (C 2 F), it
is also labeled with a clashing literal and has two out-edges. ut
De�nition 2.3. (restricted formula, restricted derivation) Let A be a
partial assignment for formula F . Let � be a derivation from F . Read \jA" as
\restricted by A".
1. CjA = >, if C contains any literal that occurs in A, otherwise CjA =

C � f:q j q 2 Ag.
2. FjA results by applying restriction to each clause in F .
3. �jA is de�ned di�erently from most previous papers. It is the same DAG as

� structurally, but the clauses labeling the vertices are changed as follows.
If a leaf (input clause) of � contains C, then the corresponding leaf of �jA
contains CjA. Each derived clause of �jA uses resolution on the same clash-
ing literal as the corresponding vertex of �. ut

Lemma 2.4. Given formula F , and a restriction literal p,

res(q;D1jp;D2jp) � res(q;D1; D2)jp:
Lemma 2.5. Given formula F , and a restriction literal p, if � is a derivation of
C from F , then �jp is a derivation of (Cjp)� (a clause that subsumes Cjp) from
Fjp.
Lemma 2.6. Let C be a clause of F and let A be a partial assignment. If
CjA 6= > (i.e., A does not satisfy C), then �F (CjA) = 1.

Lemma 2.7. Let D be a clause of F , let A be a partial assignment, and let
G = FjA. If DjA 6= > (i.e., A does not satisfy D), then �F(D) � �G(DjA)+ jAj.

3 Size vs. Input Cover Number Relationships

Ben-Sasson andWigderson [3] derived size-width relationships that they describe
as a \direct translation of [CEI96] to resolution derivations." Their informal
statement, \if F has a short resolution refutation then it has a refutation with
a small width," applies only when F has no wide clauses.

This section shows that by using input cover number rather than clause
width, the restriction on the width of F can be removed. That is, the relation-
ships are strengthened by removing the additive term, width(F).

The use of restriction for recursive construction of refutations with special
properties originates with Anderson and Bledsoe [2], and has been used by nu-
merous researchers subsequently [5, 3, 10]. We use it to construct resolution refu-
tations of small input cover number.



Lemma 3.1. Let G = Fjp. If derivation �1 derives clause D from G with
�G(�1) = (d � 1), then there is a derivation �2 that derives (D + :p)� from
F with �F(�2) � d.

Lemma 3.2. Let G = Fjp and H = Fj:p. If derivation �1 derives ? from G
with �G(�1) = d� 1, and derivation �2 derives ? from H with �H(�2) = d, then
there is a derivation �3 that derives ? from F with �F(�3) � d.

Theorem 3.3. Let F be an unsatis�able formula on n � 1 variables and let
d � 0 be an integer. Let ST be the size of the shortest tree-like refutation of F .
If ST � 2d, then F has a refutation � with �F (�) � d.

Corollary 3.4. ST (F) � 2�(F`?).

Theorem 3.5. Let F be an unsatis�able formula on n � 1 variables and let
d � 0 be an integer. Let S(F) be the size of the shortest refutation of F . If
S(F) � e(d

2=8n), then F has a refutation �1 with �F (�1) � d.

Corollary 3.6. S(F) � e(�(F`?)2=8n).

4 Pigeon-Hole Formulas

The well-known family of Pigeon-Hole formulas for m pigeons and n holes
(PHP(m;n)) is de�ned by these clauses:

Ci = [xi;1; : : : ; xi;n] for 1 � i � m

Bijk = [:xi;k ;:xj;k] for 1 � i � m; 1 � j � m; 1 � k � n:

Theorem 4.1. Any refutation of PHP(m;n) with m > n has input cover num-
ber at least n=6.

5 The GT(n) Family

The GT(n) family was conjectured to require exponential length refutations
[7], but St�almarck demonstrated the �rst polynomial solution, then Bonet and
Galesi found another [9, 4]. Both of these solutions produce derived clauses of
width about double that of the input and have input cover numbers of two. The
full paper describes a refutation with input cover number 3, which also has no
derived clause wider than an input clause. This new refutation is half as long as
those previously published.

De�nition 5.1. The clauses of GT(n) are named as follows for indexes indi-
cated.

Cn(j) � [h1; ji; : : : ; hj � 1; ji; hj + 1; ji; : : : ; hn; ji] 1 � j � n

B(i; j) � [:hi; ji;:hj; ii] 1 � i < j � n

A(i; j; k) � [:hi; ji;:hj; ki; hi; ki] 1 � i; j; k � n and i; j; k distinct.



We recursively construct a refutation with input cover number 3, which also
limits derived clause width to that of the input. The base case is GT(1), in
which C1(1) = ?. For GT(n), where n > 1, the refutation begins by deriving
Cn�1(m) for 1 � m � n � 1. Then GT(n � 1) is refuted. The subderivation of
Cn�1(m) from Cn(m), Cn(n), B(i; j) and A(i; j; k) begins by resolving Cn(n)
with B(m;n). This is the key di�erence from earlier published refutations, and
introduces :hn;mi in place of hm;ni. Then hi; ni are replaced one by one with
hi;mi by resolving with A(i; n;m). Finally, :hn;mi is removed by subsumption
resolution with Cn(m).

6 Conclusion

We proposed the input cover number metric (�) as a re�nement of clause width
and input distance for studying the complexity of resolution. For families with
wide clauses, the trade-o� between resolution refutation size and � is sharper
than the trade-o� between resolution refutation size and clause width.

The GT(n) family has exponential tree-like refutations [4], and can be modi-
�ed so that regular refutations are also exponential [1]. The original and modi�ed
families have � = 3. These results suggest (very tentatively) that � might be the
sharper metric for general resolution, while clause-width is sharper for tree-like
resolution.
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